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Everyone needs to look at the bigger picture and realise these lockout laws are ruining Sydney and putting people
out of work and if you think the lock out laws are the reason violence is down in the Cross and CBD you're kidding
you're self, the reason it's down is that patronage in these areas is down by up to 80 percent so no people = no
violence but it also = no jobs.
If you take a look around you will find there is more violence in our society now then ever before, despite what the
government is telling everyone late night venues have nothing to do with it.... The problem is that no one is held
accountable for their own actions and our judicial system is a joke when it comes dealing with so called "alcohol
fuelled violence" there needs to be harsher penalties for offenders so that not everyone is punished for the
idiotic actions of a few....
It's time to start working with the people Mr Baird and start looking at alternatives to your lock outs....I have said this
before but rather then lock outs ID scanners are a much better idea, for every ID that is scanned the venue is charged
50 cents per person multiply this by hundreds if not thousands every night seven night a week and over every venue
in Sydney this would add up to a great deal of money and This money could and should be put towards better
infrastructure, more police on the streets more cctv cameras, better public transport and more security in troubled
areas... This would be a far better way of tackling the problem of violence in our society.
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